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CoNCURRING OPINION

REGARDING MAMZERUT
Rabbi DanielS. Nevins

1his paper -was submilled ns a concurrencr to " . ~famzerut" by Rabbi Flie Kaplan S'pilz. Concurring and dissenting opinions
are not (~fficial positions (?f' the Committee on .Jewish Law and Standards.
1he Committee 011 )eu)ish L(Lw and Standards qfthe Rabbinical Asiwmbly provides guidance in matters (!fhalalduthfor the
Conservative movement. 1he individual rabbi, hmt;cver, is the authority for the inlerprrlation and application of all matters
of halakhah.

I concur with the conclusions drawn by Rabbi Elie Kaplan Spit;.~ in his sens1tlve and
thorough responsum circumscribing mamzerut, the declaration that the offspring of
certain forbidden unions are forever unmarriageable by Jewish law. 1 Rabbi Spitz has
already reviewed many of the sources and rationales offered for this biblical commandment. He has also demonstrated the classical rabbinic discomfort with this rule,
which punishes childn:n for the sins of their parents, a notion usually disavowed in biblical and rabbinic statements."
As Rabbi Spitz notes, poskim have, over the course of two millennia, generally sought
to limit the application of this rule, even as they have refrained from declaring it to be
inoperative. 1 After considering the possibility of asking the CJLS to validate a motion to
uproot this category from the Torah, Rabbi Spitz concludes that it is better to declare that
we shall no longer accept any evidence of mamzerut, thereby depriving the rule of its
power even as it is retained de jure.
My goal is to strengthen the case for keeping this difficult rule on the hooks while
exploring the established methods available for preventing its application. There are
both ideological and practical benefits for respecting this rule in theory even as we act
to deprive it of practical power. Although this position may be more explicit than that of
earlier poskim, it is consistent with their application of narrow rules of evidence that
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llabbi Spitz also shows that some medieval and even modern sources have vigorously supported strict application of the mamzer rule, reflecting concern for t;,N1tv" M1ilCI, a quasi-racial definition of .Jewish identity.
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protected innocent children from the mistakes of their parents. It is also worth detailing
some of the interpretive methods that are available for rejecting what might otherwise
appear to be compelling evidence of mamzerut!

The Ideological Limits of Rabbinic Power
On an ideological level, the law of the mamzer reminds us that we are not the authors
of our tradition, but only the latest generation of its devoted interpreters. Indeed, the
mamzer law has long fulfilled this function, as Rabbi David Hartman has shown in his
book, The Uving Covenant.' There he describes a dialectic of power and powerlessness
of our covenanted people vis-a-vis God. Going back to Avraham Avinu, who argued
valiantly in ddense of the eiti<:s of Sodom and Gomorra, but was silent on his own son's
behalf, and extending to rabbinic stories such as tanur .shel Achnai, 6 our predecessors
have alternated postures of vigorous assertion and humble submission before Cod. The
law of the mamzer is a statute which the rabbis have, generation after generation, sought
to circumscribe without presuming to eliminate altogether. Hartman cites the same
Vayikra Rabbah texf quoted by Rabbi Spitz as an example of the Rabbis' frustration with
this law but their ultimate submission to the authority of the Torah. Hartman concludes
that, "It was bold of the rabbis to protest against a law that they saw as fundamentally
unjust. Nevertheless, they accepted it with the proviso that in the world to come, God
will correct the injustice.""
While we modern rabbis may be less comfortable deferring the justice of a wronged
individual to the next world, we should acknowledge that God's law is beyond our authority simply to eliminate. Indeed, the interpretive method is far better established and more
compelling than the legislative options listed by Rabbi Spitz. Professor Judith Hauptman
has argued in her book, Rereading the Rabbis, that a similar dynamic obtained in other
cases such as the sotah, which the Rabbis supported in theory, but severely circumscribed
in practice. 9 She writes:
On the surface, this tractate appears to endorse and develop the ritual of the bitter waters as set down by the Torah, but in reality, in
all of its elaborate expansion, the rabbis eliminate this ancient ritual, paragraph by paragraph, until, almost anticlimactically, at the
end of the volume, they supply a historical note that the waters
were, in fact, abolished by R. Yohanan b. Zaccai.
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focus here is on remarriage "\Yithout a get rather than on eases of incest.

" David Harlman, A Living Covenant: The Innovative Spirit in Tmrlitional.lurlaisrn (New York: The Free Press,
1985), especially ch. 2, "Assertion Versus Submission: The Tension Within Judaism."
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Hartman, p. 59.

' Judith Hauptman, Rereruling the R!Lbbis: A IYimwn's V!Jice (Boulder, CO: WestviewPress, l99B), p. 28.
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There is ample reason to adopt a similar approach in the case of mamzerut. While it might
be more emotionally satisfying to make declarations of our heightened moral sensitivity,
such statements are unlikely to convince others who are committed to halakhic process
that our conclusions are justified.

Practical Reasons to Retain the Category of Mamzerut
As Rabbi Spitz shows, in antiquity the mamzer law functioned as a limit upon promiscuity
and incest, since the lawless couple would have to face the tragic implications of their forbidden union. Rabbi Spitz argues that this practical benefit of mamzerut is no longer relevant, but I am not so sure. M~reover, I believe that mamzerut is part of the foundation for
our steadfast insistence on gittin in cases of civil divorce. Based on conversations with colleagues in the Reform rabbinate, I believe that our concern over mamzerut motivates some
of tlwm to m<:ntion and <ov<:n advo<:at<: for th<: "option" of obtaining a get bdor<: r<:marrying
a divorced man or woman. Were we to declare the entire category of mamzerut to be inoperative, it could become more difficult to convince remarrying couples to obtain gittin prior
to their new marriage. Of course, Conservative rabbis would still be forbidden to officiate at
such a marriage, but the couple would have one less motivation to comply with the halakhah.
Were we to declare this entire category to be inoperative in our Movement rather than
content ourselves to restricting it radically as has been done before, there would be yet another challenge for marriages between Conservative and 01thodox Jews. Moreover, our responsa
should not be written only for Conservative Jews, but should be thoroughly grounded in the
same sources and methodologies used by other halakhically committed Jews. Interpretation
and the restriction of evidence are the established tools for dealing with mamzerut.
Rabbi Spitz includes a substantial section entitled "Toolbox of Halakhic Change"
which gives an overview of various methods - some interpretive, some legislative - used
by the Rabbis to develop Jewish law. What seems more urgent in our case is a toolbox of
halakhic methods for disqualifying evidence of mamzerut, should it be presented to a
rabbi. Before proceeding to describe such a toolbox, it is worthwhile to study an actual case
and see how a contemporary posek nullified evidence of rnarnzerut.

Available Options: A Case Study from Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef
A responsum sent by Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef to Rabbi Grubner in Detroit is striking for its
factual clarity, which would apparently necessitate application of the law of the mamzer: 10
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11te matter in its essence presented with a woman who, according
to her words, was married to her first husband with huppah and kiddushin according to the laws of Moses and Israel by a Haredi rabbi,
and she gave birth to three children. Afterwards, she separated from
him by civil divorce arranged by the courts, but she did not receive
a get from him. The three children remained with her, with the
father paying child support. The husband then apostatized and married a non-Jewish woman. She too went and remarried by the civil
authorities and had sons and a daughter who managed to be educated at the Haredi Beit Yaakov. She [the daughter] is distinguished
by modest and proper behavior as any proper daughter of Israel.
Now that the time has come for her to marry a God-fearing young
man, the question of whether she can enter the Lord's congregation
has arisen, since by the mother's account, she had not received a
religious get from her first husband, and thus all of her children
from the second husband are unfit to enter the Lord's congregation.
On the face of it, we have here clear evidence of mamzerut. After all, the young woman
has presented the question of her status, and her mother admits that she was married the
first time by a Haredi rabbi, and that this daughter was born after a second, secular marriage, with no get in the interim. This is the type of case that Rabbi Spitz has accurately
identified as increasingly common in mod<:rn tinH:s.
Rabbi Yosef never indicates discomfort with the category of mamzer per se, but he goes
to extraordinary lengths to prevent its application in this case. The mother's testimony is
immediately disqualified, based upon the Shulhan Arukh. 11 W1tile the father's testimony would
be accepted in certain circumstances, the Shulhan Arukh gives numerous reasons to exclude
his testimony, especially if there are complicating factors such as grandchildren. 1' In this case,
the local court failed to get the father's testimony, apparently after one adversarial phone conversation with his non-Jewish wife. Although the original wedding was pe1formed i1!l1n::J
p11i11'j;>1 by a Haredi rabbi whose signature is present on the civil marriage license, his testimony is likewise rejected as 1nN 137, an unconfirmed witness. Rabbi Yosef states that even if
he were alive and testified before the court, the Haredi rabbi's words would not be accepted
without the ketubbah, which has somehow been lost. There is no description of a search to
locate this document. Thus we have a legal doubt whether the first couple was even manied.
Later in the responsum, Rabbi Yosef relates that the girl's mother testified to the bet
din that her first husband continued to visit, and even to be intimate v.~th her, after their
civil divorce and her civil remarriage. This is enough to introduce doubt whether the girl's
father is indeed the second man.
Rabbi Yosef's presumption is buttressed by various Talmudic statements. In Yevamot
SOb, Rabba declared kosher a baby born to a woman whose husband had been abroad
for twelve months prior to the birth, on the assumption that the pregnancy may have been
prolonged up to three months.'' In Sotah 27a it is asserted that even if a woman were
known to carry on extra-marital sexual liaisons, any child can be presumed to be from her
11
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husband, for most of her sexual unions are presumed to be lawful.'' The Talmud indicates
that even if the lawful husband was observed abroad when his wife conceived, we must
still allow for the possibility that a "speedy camel"" could have brought him into the
proximity of his wife at the time of conception. Presumably the advent of jet planes has
further buttressed this consideration.
In this case, even though the mother was civilly divorced from her halakhic husband and living with her civil-marriage second husband, her subsequent children are
not assumed by Rabbi Yosef to be mamzerim." Rabbi Yosef is aware that the woman's
exonerating testimony of continued intimacy with her first husband is suspicious 17 and that similar testimony had been discounted by an earlier responsum of the nJ;t,
C'1,1.'" Nevertheless, he finds support for believing the mother. Thus he has established doubt whether the girl's social father is also her biological father.
In summary, here is a case in which all parties admit that the mother was married to
her Jewish husband by a Haredi rabbi, and that after a civil divorce and remarriage to
another man she had more children who were raised as the children of her second (civil
marriage) husband. But in the absence of legally sufficient evidence of the first marriage,
and in the presence of continued contact between the mother and her first husband, there
is a double doubt, ~p•;,o p;,o, about the child's status, and the daughter is allowed to
marry.'" The responsum is full of many other arguments which are worthy of study.

Confronting Possible Evidence of Mamzerut
As Rabbi Spitz has written, there are many such cases in which poskim used narrow rules
of interpretation to clear a person of the status of marnzer. Responsa have generally been
applications of general principles and relevant precedents to specific cases, rather than
sweeping new codifications of the law. Rabbi Yosef would probably not list his methods as
a general protocol for pulpit rabbis. He has, however, shown that there are many methods
available to protect a person from 710;) - the damaging identiftcation as a mamzer.
Does such an array of defenses increase the likelihood that a true mamzer will indeed
enter 'ii ?iip through marriage, and thereby lead to violation of the biblical command? Or,
do we say that unless a person has exhausted all possible defenses against the evidence of
mamzerut, that he or she is not essentially a mamzer, and should be welcomed under the
huppah by the rabbi with a full heart? The latter perspective is more in keeping with
'' ".':>li:J;, 1m~ m':>'li:J :::111 ,)'11V:J ;"''l:J- ;,JT7:l111VN"
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halakhic method, and with that in mind, I shall summarize some of the exclusionary techniques available to the rabbi faced with evidence of mamzerut:
A. Was the possible mamzer's mother really married to a man other than his/her father
at the time of his/her conception?
1. The possible marnzer is not qualified to testify that his or her mother was previously
married to a man other than his father." 0
2. The mother and her first husband are not themselves qualified to testify to the legitimacy of their wedding ceremony, and thereby to doom her offspring from a subsequent
man to the status of mamzer.
3· The rabbi who officiated at the first couple's wedding is not qualified to testify that
it was a proper wedding, and thereby to doom her offspring from another man to the status of mamzer.
4· Damning evidence such as a ketubbah need not be sought out.
5· Marriages performed by reputable rabbis may be assumed to be valid until a question of mamzerut for the offspring is introduced.
B. Is it legally certain that the halahhic husband is not the real father?
1. Geographic separation is not determinative.
2. The mother may he believed to testify on behalf of the child's halakhic legitimacy,
but not against it.
3· Scientific paternity tests such as DNA matching need not be sought out, and may
be inadmissible as evidence for 710!).
c. Whose business is it anyway?
1. Neighbors, civil servants and other interested parties are not allowed to investigate
the ancestry of a possible mamzer. This is a rank form of m7i:J1, or forbidden gossip.
Cnwarranted i1jli1::J is a form of i11'\l11'\, as it impugns the eligibility for marriage of a Jew.
2. It takes two legitimate witnesses, who can testify to the halakhic marriage of the first
couple, and to the mother's certain conception of this child by another man, before
mamzerut proceedings can even be initiated. TI1ese witnesses obviously cannot be related
to the potential marnzer or to any of the family, and must meet all of the other stringent
criteria of Jewish witnesses.

Summary
The law of mamzerut is Biblical and should not be abrogated by the CJLS. lndeed, Conservative rabbis should use their powers of persuasion to encourage non-halakhic rabbis
to obtain a get prior to performing a remarriage. However, there is ample precedent for
restricting the evidence of mamzerut to the point that it would be next to impossible for a
rabbi to conclude that a man or woman is inadmissible to 'i1 7i1p by means of p11'\11Vl
71'\1tlii1 i11Vr.! rl1:::l, a proper Jewish marriage. Rabbis are encouraged to use the above list
(and other exonerating factors) to set aside evidence of mamzerut. We should further discourage rabbinical authorities such as the Israeli Rabbanut from assembling data bases to
expand the number of Jews impugned as mamzerim.

"' Th•· codes do allow a person to testify that he is himself a mamzn (S.A. Even HaEzn 4:.'l0; M.T. lsmei
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(M.T. Edut 12:2). This testimony is not, however, sufficient to impugn his children as mamzerim. Moreover,
it is not evident how a child can testify to the validity of his rnothcr~s rnarriage since he was not yet born~

